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Analysis, School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287 (thahn1@asu.edu),
2
Eyring Materials Center, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 85287, 3Dept. of Earth & Space Sciences, University
of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
Introduction: Northwest Africa (NWA) 10404 is a
unique, feldspathic lunar regolith breccia consisting of
mineral and lithic clasts embedded in a vitric and highly
vesicular matrix [1,2]. The unique character of NWA
10404 is due to the occurrence of partly devitrified, Mgrich glass clasts within the matrix [2,3] (Fig. 1) and the
high vesicularity of the sample [1].
The devitrified glass clasts in NWA 10404 are distinctive among lunar highland rocks, and likely formed
in an unusual thermal environment [2]. The glass particles are fragmented, suggesting reworking of larger
spherules during impact gardening; in a subsequent intense reheating event, the glass particles were devitrified and reacted with a volatile-rich host groundmass
[2,3]. The preservation of fine-scale vesicles indicates
re-melting probably occurred during the impact that
launched NWA 10404 [2]. Thus, [2] proposed NWA
10404 may have formed from “flash-heated regolith
with unusually high volatile contents”, based on the
highly vesicular nature of the sample, and that such regolith is possibly present in permanently shadowed regions (PSR) on the Moon.
Here, we report on the first investigation of the hydrogen isotope systematics of the devitrified, Mg-rich
glass fragments and associated vitric matrix within
NWA 10404, with the goal of assessing the thermal
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environment during formation of NWA 10404 and
whether the hydrogen isotope compositions support an
origin from a water-ice deposit near the lunar poles.
Methods: We followed strict protocols during sample preparation, where no water or hydrocarbon-based
fluids were used during polishing and mounting. The
standards (PMR-53 and ALV-519; [4,5]) and two chip
samples of NWA 10404 were dry polished to a 0.5 μm
finish. After the standards and NWA 10404 chip samples were polished we pressed the samples into indium
and stored the samples in the oven at 60°C for ~24
hours. All mounted samples were coated with a conductive gold layer (~30 nm) and then kept at 60°C in an
oven for 2 days prior to analysis. Approximately 48
hours prior to analysis, the samples were placed in the
ultrahigh vacuum chambers of the NanoSIMS and allowed to achieve pressures of 4 to 5 x 10-10 Torr.
Prior to NanoSIMS analysis, phase identification of
Mg-rich glasses was done with energy dispersive spectrometry analysis using a JEOL JXA-8530F electron
microprobe (EMP) at Arizona State University (ASU).
NanoSIMS Analysis. We used two terrestrial standards with known D/H (PMR-53: δDSMOW = -115 ‰ [4];
and ALV-519: δDSMOW = 72 ‰) for NanoSIMS measurements of D/H in the NWA 10404 glass clasts. The
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Figure 1: Backscattered electron images of magnesian glasses measured in NWA 10404.
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D/H ratios of the standards and Mg-rich glass clasts in
NWA 10404 were measured using the Cameca-Ametek
NanoSIMS 50L at ASU. A 16 keV Cs+ primary beam
of ~500 pA (D1-3 aperture) was rastered over a 25 x 25
μm2 area for pre-sputtering (~20 minutes) and then
switched to ~250 pA and rastered over a 15 x 15 μm2
area for analysis. The isotopes 1H−, 2D−, 12C−, and 18O−
were measured simultaneously with no entrance slit and
aperture slit. Measurements consisted of 100 cycles and
only the secondary ion signal from the internal 50% of
the rastered area was collected using electronic gating.
Prior to data collection, the beam current was monitored
until isotope intensities stabilized.
The ALV-519 and PMR-53 standards were measured at the beginning of, and in between, each analysis
session to determine the instrumental mass fraction
(IMF) and account for drift in the instrument. We chose
to use ALV-519 to correct our sample data for IMF because it is a basaltic glass, and therefore most similar to
the phases of interest in NWA 10404. Our standard
measurements are in agreement with known δDSMOW
values [e.g., 4], with a reproducibility between ± 50-75
‰ (Fig. 2).
Results: The hydrogen isotope composition of the
Mg-rich glass clasts in NWA 10404 and standards, normalized to standard mean ocean water (δDSMOW), are
shown in Figure 2. The δDSMOW of four devitrified
clasts measured in NWA 10404 (Fig. 1) exhibit large
inter- and intra-sample variations, with δDSMOW values
ranging from +264 ‰ to -118 ‰ (Fig. 2). No obvious
correlation exists between the spatial location of each
analysis and proximity to the clast-matrix boundary.
We analyzed an area within the vitric matrix to compare to δDSMOW measured in the devitrified glass clasts.
The δDSMOW value for the matrix is +331 ± 16 ‰. A
closer examination of the analysis indicates large variation in H counts over the course of the analysis, which
can be attributed to the fine-scale, vesicular nature of the
matrix. Additional analyses of the matrix are planned.
Discussion: Northwest Africa 10404 records a complex history with at least two separate impact events: 1)
formation of Mg-rich glasses; and 2) formation of the
highly vesicular, vitric matrix in close proximity to the
magnesian glass. The matrix is probably volatile-rich,
and could have been a result of volatile migration to
PSRs [e.g., 2]. The final impact event, which launched
NWA 10404, likely melted this volatile-rich matrix and
enabled a chemical interaction between the Mg-rich
glass spherules and the matrix. This interaction is responsible for the devitrification of the Mg-rich glasses.
Three sources have been proposed for the origin of
volatiles in PSRs: 1) solar wind; 2) delivery by comets
and/or asteroids; and 3) volatiles from volcanic eruptions and are therefore of mantle origin [e.g., 6]. Assuming NWA 10404 originated from a volatile-rich,
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Figure. 2. δDSMOW (‰) of Mg-rich glass clasts in NWA
10404, and terrestrial standards. errors shown are the
Poisson errors based on counting statistics.

permanently shadowed crater, these sources should be
distinguishable based on hydrogen isotopic compositions. The D/H fractionation during volatile migration
to PSRs is expected to be minimal (~few percent fractionation) [7], which implies that the hydrogen isotopic
composition of the source should be preserved in the
vitric matrix of NWA 10404.
The δD enrichment observed in the matrix can eliminate solar wind as a potential source due to the expected
low δDSMOW values of this source. However, the D-rich
signature could be produced during degassing events;
thus, further analyses are needed to rule out a degassing
origin for the hydrogen isotopic signature of the matrix.
Likewise, we expect the initial δDSMOW values of the
Mg-rich clasts to be similar to those in lunar highland
samples and/or late-stage lunar lithologies [δDSMOW =
+310 ± 110 ‰; e.g., 8,9 and references therein]. Although we do not have data for the water contents associated with each spot to constrain the extent of degassing, the variability in δDSMOW values is likely the result
of degassing, as well as a result of mixing with volatilerich matrix end-member, indicating the original D/H in
the Mg-rich glasses is likely lower than expected. Additional hydrogen isotope analyses, including the determination of water contents in the Mg-rich glass and frothy
matrix are planned to better understand the complex history of volatiles in NWA 10404.
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